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Across

5. to keep shears in excellent and 

reliable shape, important to clean and 

maintain shears on regular basis

7. used to make shears cut (twist)

8. refered to as an all purpose comb. 

can be 6-8 inches long and has fine teeth 

at one end and wider teeth at the other

11. Used when creating short haircuts, 

short tapers, fades and flat tops

12. shear made by process of working 

metal to a finished shape by hammering 

or pressing

13. gives your pinky an additional 

contact point so nerves and tendons in 

the pinky and hand are less stressed, 

pressure is releaved

14. Straight razor or feather blades are 

mainly used when a softer effect on the 

ends of the hair is desired

15. part of blade that does cutting

17. shears made by processed where by 

molten steel is poured into a mold

18. built in Japan, Germany, and 

United States, has a Rockwell hardness

19. used for close tapers on nape or 

sides, when using scissors-over-comb 

technique

20. Smaller versions of clippers and 

also known as edgers

Down

1. a rubber piece between thumb and 

finger hole so they don´t hit and break

2. Also known as scissors, are mainly 

used to do blunt cuts or straight lined 

hair

3. Used to remove bulk from the hair

4. Come in various styles, shapes and 

sizes. can be metal or plastic, called 

jaw, butterfly, and duckbill

6. comb used to detangle hair

9. very sharp edge, smooth and quiet, 

glides through hair easily, great for all 

cuts

10. not smooth, found on lower-quality 

shears,dull edged style

16. Used mainly to section and 

subsection hair


